NOTES TO USERS
Digital, Visual Material or Hard Copy Files

UCLA Rock Art Archive (RAA)
The Cotsen Institute of Archaeology

Digital and/or hard copy data are donated or otherwise supplied, in original or duplicate form, to the UCLA Rock Art Archive (RAA) by independent researchers for filing by, and exclusive use of, the RAA. Access to these materials is defined by law, SHPO guidelines, scholarly ethics, and is granted only to those USERS who have met Archive requirements, including:

a. signing the RAA Access Form and Agreement of Confidentiality;
b. providing two written and signed recommendations

None of the visual material or hard copy materials may be removed from the Archive at any time, and all must be examined in the presence of an Archivist. If visual materials or hard copy materials are removed from protective sleeves the User must wear cotton gloves supplied by the Archive. If notes are taken when visual material or hard copy files are open the USER must use pencil. For Xerox or photographic reproduction of hard copies, please consult with an Archivist who will arrange for these services and outline possible fees. Use of digital files containing visual materials is restricted to the qualified and approved USER who has met the above requirements, and no duplication or circulation of such materials is allowed for any purpose not directly research-related.

Research access to these data does NOT grant publication, circulation, duplication, replication or any other use rights of any kind in any format or medium. To avoid possible conflict with the original recorders and/or other scholars who may have research publications in process, specific written permission is required to publish any of these data. Permission to publish will be freely granted if there is no prior commitment. A list of applicable fees is available.

The value of all Archive files is clearly dependent upon keeping them intact, up to date, available and as complete as possible. We request the cooperation of USERS in this effort, and appreciate comments or supporting data from USERS who can add to the depth and breadth of these materials through their own notes, records of site visits or corrections.

All Rights to these data are reserved to the UCLA Rock Art Archive, The Cotsen Institute of Archaeology. The bibliographic citation format is: name and date of the author or name of the Special Collection, site name and other designation, Archive file numeric designation and description. In every case, the Archivist with provide the correct citation and recorder credit designation to the USER when permission to publish is applied for in writing and granted by the Archive at least 60 days prior to expected date of publication.
Fees and Services Guidelines

One-time LEVEL ONE search request: No Charge

One-time LEVEL TWO search request (limit 3 searches): No Charge

One-time LEVEL THREE search request must be done by researcher in person.

One-time records search and support services are provided by the Archive during research visits to the facility for LEVEL THREE inquiries. Extended support or special requests or individual services beyond one-time inquiries are dependent upon our workload and are at the discretion of the individual volunteer Archivist. In some cases, service fees may apply. In all instances above, completion of the Rock Art Archive Access Form is required.

Photocopy services provided by the Archive are intended to insure quality control and the proper preservation of our print materials. Fees are $1.00 per page for manuscript items. Books may not be copied.

Fax services of a single page are provided by the Archive for $0.75 per page. Communications of two or more pages are provided at the fee of $1.00 per page.

Postage and Shipping fees are charged to all domestic or international clients, and are payable in advance of shipping.

Image Duplication: Research Most of the visual materials in the collections of the Rock Art Archive may be duplicated for study or research purposes if the terms established by the original donors allow. Duplications for such purposes may be ordered as black and white or color digital scans at 300 dpi and will be provided on CD. Editing of images by Rock Art Digital Artists is done on site. No images will be provided in print form and no images will be sent via email. Use Fees apply and the completion of our Access Form is required. Payment in advance is required.

Image Production Fees

Black and white images, per scan $10.00
Color images, per scan $15.00

Image Duplication: Publication Many of the materials in the Rock Art Archive collections have restricted publication or special publication applications. Each case is individually judged. The UCLA Rock Art Archive Image Database Accession and Use Guidelines form must be completed and submitted in advance.

One Time Use Publication Fees, Per Image:

Black and white or color in an academic, educational or research publication $70.00
Black and white or color in a commercial publication $150.00
Black and white or color or advertising $300.00

Repeated Use Publication Fees, Per Image:

Use of black and white or color images in a television, movie, web site or other multiple broadcast or viewed educational or commercial project, per number of uses or number of years $300.00